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THE SOVIET INVASION OF
AFGHANI ST AN: IMPLICATIONS
FOR WARNING

Information available as of September 1980 was
used in the preparation of this Memoranclum.
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PREFACE
This Interagency Intelligence Memorandum was commissioned by
the Director of Central Intelligence in response to a request by the
Naiional Security Council for an a:;ses:;men~ of the Soviet inv~:::::m d
Afghanistan to determine if there were any general impli~ations for the
US warning system or any particular implications for the system's ability to warn of a Warsaw Pact move against NA TO. No information
cutoff date was specified for this project; information available through
September 1980was used.
The memorandum was produced under the auspices of the National Intelligence Officer for General Purpose Forces.

L

.

]It was coordinated with the

intelligence components of tne Vepartments of State and Defense and
within the National Foreign Assessment Center, Central Intelligence
Agency.
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KEY JUDGMENTS
The USStrs invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979 provided a
rare opportunity to test the efficacy of the US warnin~ system in situations involving substantial movements of the Soviets' armed forces outside their borders. Moreover, it aif orded a chance to examine the
behavior of the Soviet military in preparing for such an undertaking
and to determine what implications this might have for the Intelligence
Community's capacity to provide warning in other situations, especially
one involving a Warsaw Pact move against NATO.
From the outset, it was recognized that the conclusions of this study
could not be pressed too far. Both the performance of the Intelligence
Community in providing warning of the invasion of Afghanistan and
the applicability to other theaters of the lessons learned in that situation
are very much affected by the particular circumstances involved. Jn
contrast to a Soviet move against NATO, the situation for which the US
warning system is largely designed, the invasion of Afghanistan required only a fraction of the USSR 's military assets, was not opposed at
the outset, did not involve a certainty of confrontation with US forces,
and occurred in a region where US intelligence collection capabilities
were limited.
These limitations notwithstanding, the examination of the Soviet
approach to invading Afghanistan and the Intelligence Community's
success in giving prior notice of this event have yielded some valuable
lessons:
Despite the unique circumsta1;ces surrounding this operation,
the Soviets' behavior was essentially in keeping with US estimates of their doctrine for mobilization and the initiation of
hostilities. This finding is important because the success of any
warning system is dependent on the extent to which an adversary's behavior conforms to expectations.
The system of warning indicators that is set up to detect potentially important ch:rnges in the Soviet/Warsaw Pact military
posture provided a structured approach lo and a sound evidentiary base for the Intelligence Community's conclusion that the
USSR was preparing to introduce substantial forces into
Afghanistan . The fact that the system '~orkcd in this unique
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situa\ion provides increased assurance of its usefulness in other
r theaters, particularly in the NA TO area.
The US intelligence collection system proved equal to the task
of providing analysts with sufficiently detailed, accurate, and
timely data to allow them to reach essentially correct conclusions about the military activities in the Soviet Union with respect to Afghanistan. Of particular note was the !>ynergy of
signals and imagery intelligence in this collection effort and the
Quality of the data collected, despite limitations on the resources available.
The Intelligence Community's analysts met their basic responsibility in a situation of this sort by providing sufficient prior
reporting to assure that no key policymaker should have been
surprised by the invasion. The analysts were unable to forecast
precisely the timing or the size of the Soviets' move, but gave
warning at least 10 days beforehand that the USSR was prepared to invade.
In conclusion, the examination of the early phases of the Soviet
military intervention in Afghanistan provides a basis for greater confidence in US intelligence estimates of Soviet doctrine with respect to
initiating hostilities and in the capacity of the US Intelligence Community to provide warning of such hostilities.

Te11 here! RIJFF•

foe~ ..Primarily on the greatest potential threat to the
United States and NA TO, that is, the forces of the Warsaw Pact ooncentra~ecl in ~em Europe and the western military districls of the Soviet Union. The indicator
lists are keyed lo monitor Soviet prep:irations for a fullscale war in Europe, and the US collection capabilities on
these indicators are strongest in the European Theater.

A. Performance of the Indicator System
158. Despite the circumstances that made the inva. sion of Afghanistan much different from an attack
against NATO, there were aspects of the operation that
coincided with the mobilization mC.'.lSures the US expects
the Soviets would take in preparing for war in Europe.
In the following · sections we will examine\
indicators of Soviet preparations to attack NA'ro

L

156. Fur il1~ t"easu1u, th~ situ:itivii th:it developed in
Afghanistan in late 1979 does not lend itself directly to
answering the quc:stion, .. How effective is the I& W system?" The USSR did not declare war on Afghanistan. It
did not place its armed forces or its economy on a war
footing. It committed a small force acros.s a contiguous,
undefended border to help to support a friendly regime.
It anticipated no major military obstacles to the move
and experienced none. It apparently did not expect reactions in other geographic areas and kept uncommitted
forces at routine readiness levels. All of these characteristics of the Afghanistan operation arc in contrast to what
US intelligence authorities would expect if the \Varsaw
Pact undertook a war against NATO (when most, if not
all, of the indicators of war preparations would become
active). In short, the peculiar circumstances of the Afghan situation permitted the Soviets lo conduct an offensive operation without activating many of the organizations and capabilities that the US warning system
is designed to detect.

.Jto determine which were activ~tcd in the Afghanistan situation. This .list was prepared as a guide or reference for collectors and analysts to assist them in identifying and interpreting the significance of a broad variety
of Warsaw Pact activities. It is not assumed that all indicators would become active in every case, but that
enough would so that the Intelligence Community would
recognize changes in Soviet capabilities and intentions
and provide warning as appropriate.
159.[

157. [

J

[
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B. Performance of the Collection System

187. Evaluation. Table 2 shows that[_
• ·· :
J11aior ·indicators or USSR-Warsaw Pact Drep. arations for hostilj.ties were activated before the invasion or ArFhanistan. In view or the nature or the operation, it was not surprising that those indicators
associated with the preparation of .the population an<l
economy for war and those dealing -w_ith strategic
forces and other military forces not involved in the
operation never became active. The indicators ihat did
become :;c~ive include<lC

188. As indicated previously, collection coverage of
the Turkestan MD and Afghanistan was much more
sparse than the capabilities focused on the areas op1>0site NATO. Despite this limitation, collection assets
or various kinds provided sufficient coverage quickly
enough to allow intelligence analysts to follow and report on Soviet activities in a timely manner

18~. c

(rhese were sufficient to alert the Intelligence ~munity that the
Soviets were increasing their military capabilit ies in
the Turkestan MD; the\' were convincing enough to
serve as the basis of the Alert Memorandum that was
issued on 19 December (see paragraphs 84-85.j

:JY
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194. Eval11atio11. The combination of collection assets targeted against the Soviet buildup was adequate
to provide enough information lo allow analysts to follow the developments in sufficient detail to cause an
Intelligence Community Alert Memorandum to t
nrcpared .C,

be~

It is, therefore, reasonable to expect that the
collection capabilities in Europe and the vastly greater
scope of the preparations the Warsaw Pact would have
to undertake to start a war with NATO would provide
more than ample evidence lo the US Intelligence
Community of the developing situation.

C. Performance of Intelligence Analysis

L
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195. It is the responsibility of the US Intelligence
Community to provide warning to decisionmakers of
foreign events that may be harmful to the interests of
the United States. To meet this responsibility, intelligence analysts must acc~ratcly interpret the myriad .
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ligcncc publications and on the special w~rning intelligence pul>lications that are the end product of the
US I & W system described above (sec paragraph
155). In addition, warning can also be conveyed in
the numerous oral briefings and D<>int papers produced for "in-house" puri>oses, as well as memorandums and in-depth studies produced by each intelligence agency and military headquarters for its
pr!n~!p:ll consumers. At the highest policy level,
warning is conveyed to· toe rresi<lcrai in printed form
by means of the l'resident's Daily Brief (PDB). In
judging the Intelligence Community's performance
with respect to warning in Afghanistan, the evidence
examined in this study was confined essentially to the
written record of all-source assessments as they appeared in the current intelligence and warning reports published by NFIB member agencies. It is
acknowledged that there were numerous briefings of
senior government officials regarding the Sovie t
uuildup and the likelihood of a Sovie t invasion of
Af:-:hanistan well before the invasion took place. In
reaching a judgment about the performance of intelligence analysis, however, these briefings were not
cited since m3ny were not recorded and most were
not dissemin3tcd outside individual agencies.

bits of evidence provided to them by the intelligence" ··-collection system and re1><>rt their findings to those
.with the authorit)j to direct action appropriate to the
threat. Th1refore, the focus of this section_ of_tlie p:iper
is on the performance of the Commumty s analysts
and on the Question of whether their reports provided
adequate warning of the Soviet move into Afghanistan.

..

196. In order to make su~h an assessment, it i.c first
necessary to unders.t and the official definition .of warning, that is, the standard by which the intelligence analysts' performance can be fairly judged. The single,
most authoritative source for these standards is . the
Director of Central Intelligence Directive (DCID)
No. 1/5, dated 23 May 1979, entitled National Intel ligence Warning. It contains these definitions:

'

-

\Varning encompasses "those mcamrcs taken,
and the intelligence information produced, by
the Intelligence Community to ayoid surprise to
the President, the National Security Council,
and the Armed Forces of the United States by
foreign events of major im1><>rtancc to the security of the United States. It includes strategic,
but not tactical, warning."

-

Strategic warning is "intelligence information
or intelligence regarding the threat of the initiation of hostilities against the United States or in
which US forces may become involved; it may
be rccei ved at any time prior to the initiation of
hostilities. It docs not include tactical wa rning."

Current Reporting

198. The situation leading to the Soviet inv3sion of
Afghanist3n w3S rc1><>rted in a wide variety of current
intellige nce publications. Those with the widest
re3dership at an all-source level were the National
Intelligence Dailv (NID), pul>lished by the DCI, and
the d3ily summary of Defense Intelligence Notes
(DIN), publish ed by DIA. The public3tion with the
most direct impact at the highest level was the PDB.
An cx3min3tion of the intelligence reporting in these
publications shows th3t the details of the 1978 coup,
the intcrn3l People's Democratic Party struggles, the
growth of Soviet involvement, the deterioration of
government control. the growth of insurgency, and
the preparations by the USSR for intervention were
well covered. The assessments contained in these
documents also projected the growing isolation of the
Kabul regime and the possibility of an intervention
by the Soviets if it continued to weaken. Until midDecember 1979, however, they suggested that the
Soviet response would be in the form of an increase in
advisers, security forces, and materiel and that a
large-scale military effort would be unlikely

- Tactical warning is "notification that the enemy has initiated hostilities. Such warning may
be received at any time from the launching of
the attack until it reaches its target."
-

\.Yarning of attack. The Directive also gives the
Department of Defense "unique and specific
responsibilities for warning of attack ... . " DIA
has defined warning of attack as: "an intelligence judgment clearly conveyed to national
d ecisionmakers and to military commanders
that a country intends to launch an attack . The
judgment includes to the extent possible an estimate of when, where, and with what forces."

197. In meeting its responsibility to give warning
according to these definitions, the Intelligence
Community relies both on routine current intel61
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199. These assessments accurately forecast the

engineered coup had been received, and the movement of the motorized rifle divisions occurred, that it
w~s r~c~gni~ed in 'thc5e publications that a large-scale
military intervention had started late in the evening
of 24 December.

man.~i -operational diITicullies that the Soviets would

encounter if they inva_red Afghanistan and cited
these problems tp buttress a conclusion that a largcscale intervention was possible, but unlikely. It was
estimated that such an intervention would make the
insurgents more determined, that the Soviets would
need a major force lo subdue them, that the danger of
becoming bogged down in an extended conflict
would be i1igh, and that the difficult terrain ;;r.c peer
roads would make operations very difficult. In addition, analysts judged that the impact on the Afghan
Army would likely be adverse.

Warning Reporting
202. Reporting designed specifically for warning
intelligence is not prepared as routinely or disscmina~ed as widely as is current i_n tclligcnce reporting. In
view of the overlapping nature of the two types of
reporting, much data that would be pertinent to warning is routinch• published in current intelligence documents. The only national-level intelligence publications devoted specifically to warning arc the Alert
Memorandums published by tl1c · DCI. During the
preinvasion period there were three such memorandums produced, one in September and two in December. The only other all-source warning intelligence
publication published regularly by an NF113 agency is
the Dai/v Indications Status ReJJort (DISH). It rcnorls
the status of warning indicators by geographic region
and offers appraisals of their meaning. Although the
DISR is prepared by DIA, it also contains inputs from
the unified and specified commands (USEUCOM,
PACOM, and others).L

200. In addition lo citing these military problems,
the current intelligence publications generally took the
line that the political costs lo Moscow of such an intervention would be too high.' It was judged that a massive Soviet military presence in Af ghanislan would
have a negative effect on Soviet relations with the
West as well as with Iran, India, Iraq, and Pakistan.
The use cf a Soviet military force against an Asian
Population was also seen as a political gift to the Chinese which Moscow would not wish to make. In addition, it was reported that an intervention would harm
the chances of ratification of SALT II by the US Senate. In mid -1979, official Soviet statements that denied
any intention of interfering in internal Afghan affairs
also were cited as supporting assessments that a military intervention was unlikely.

201. In mid-December, however, the assessments , ..
carried in the current intelligence publications began
to give significant weight lo the possibility of an invasion. This shift was prompted by the indications of
increased military activity in the Turkestan MD which
made il clear that the USSR was increasing the
preparedness of its forces. Even· then, however, the
reporting conveyed the view that if force were used, it
would most likely be, at least initially, in a small-scale
operation designed to improve the security of Soviet
citizens and to assist the Kabul regime in retaining its
dwindling authority. This concept that any Soviet
intervention would be on a limited scale was carried
over in current intelligence assessments even after 24
December. As was noted previously (see paragraph
97), the early reports of the move of airborne troops to
Afghanistan did not describe the event as the beginning of a Soviet invasion, but rather as an incremental
increase in the Soviet security force in Kabul. It was
not until 28 December, when the magnitude of the
airlift became clear, when the news of the Soviet-

L
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203. In addition to these publications, but not rou.·.• tinely reachin_g policymakers, was a se_r!es of memo• ~andums on Afghanistan produced by the Strategic
· warning Staff, ;rl ·joiiit DoD-CIA warning element.
.These eva1uations were sent to the National Intelligence Officer for Warning and were t-he subject of
discussion at the monthly meetings of the interagency
Warning Working Croup.
204. The DCI's Alert Memorandums served a useful purr;>0se in sensitizing Policymakers to the potential
for Soviet activity. They accurately rer;>0rted the steps
tl1e USSR was taking to increase the capability of its
forces. If the Alert Memorandums had any failing, it
would be that they too were cautious in estimating the
Soviets' willingness to intervene and the scope of the
forces they eventually intr0<luccd. The 14 September
memorandum warned that the Sovi~ts might be giving
serious consideration to the introduction of small combat units into Afghanistan (see paragraph 45). The 19
December Alert Memorandum warned that the Sovi·
ets had achieved the capability to conduct multibattalion operations in the country and that activities
in the border areas suggested that preparations for a
much more substantial reinforcement might also be
under way (see paragraph 84). The third Alert Memorandum, sent to key decisionmakers on 25 December,
warned that preparations for a major move into
Afghanistan essentially had been completed and that
the move had begun (see paragraph 96). This judgment was correct, but it left unclear what was meant
by "a major move, .. especially_since other warning rer;>0rts and subsequent current intelligence reporting
described the move as preliminary.

the movement of airborne forces, were assessed in the
DISH in this way: "All of the above reflects the
continuing expansion of Soviet forces in and · near
Afghanistan, probably in preparation for major military operations in that country." This judgment reflected the opinion, common to most intelligence
rer;>Orting at the time, that the movement of airborne
forces was only preliminary to the introduction of ma-·
jor ground forces

200.[

207. Evaluation. This evidence of delays and
misperceptions notwithstanding, it is apparent that in
the Afghanistan situation the Intelligence Community
met the most basic requirement for warning. That is, it
met the standard specified in DCID 1/.5 to provide
"intelligence information produced . .. to avoid surprise to the President, the National Security Council,
Table 4
Significant \Varning• Dates

Marxist takeover in Afghanistan
Soviell iniliate increase in military assistance
Insurgency threat to regime
fighting in Heral. 20 Soviets killed
Merl Memorandum warns of possibility of
introduction or small Soviet combat unill
Introduction of small Soviet combat unill

205. The DISR reporting of the development of
warning indications opposite Afghanistan was explicit.
As shown in table 2, the key indicators of potential
Soviet moves were activated in mid-December and remained active through the invasion period. Figure 31
shows that indicators were activated, in general,
shortly after an event was reported. From 15 through
26 December, however, the DISR appraisals of what
was portended by these indicators was limited to a
statement that, "All of the above suggests the USSR is
expanding the size of its military force in and near
Afghanistan." This conclusion did not assess the growing capability of Soviet forces nor did it touch upon
the question of intent. It was much weaker than those
contained in the DINs and the derivative briefings
presented to military authorities during the same period. The activities on 26 and 27 December, including

to Bagram

~

r;8th MttV ( fermez.} garrison vaeated
5th GMRD (Kushka) garrison vacated
Alert Memorandum warns of buildup on border
Soviets may have completed most or their
preparations for a move to Afghanistan
Alert Memorandum warns of movement
of Soviet airborne forces to Kabul

27
18
22
15

Apr
May
Nov
Mar

1978
1978
1978
1979

14 Sep

1979

5ec

1979

ee
Dee
19 Dec

1979
1979
1979

24 Dee

1979

25 Dee

1979

.:J

•These include both perceived events that marked increased
polent.ial for Soviet involvement and the principal warning report
responses by the US Intelligence Community.
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and the Armed Forces ... by foreign events of major
·· importance to ~he security of the United States." t\s
" h~s already b~en discussed, intelligence reports had
conveyed through ~he summer of 1979 that the situation in A&hanistan was increasingly unstable. By
September, this reporting warned that the deteriorating situation could compel the Soviets to increase their
military activity in the country. By mid-December, it
was observed that the Soviets had dramatically increased the preparedness of their forces in the Turkest:in
MD. These activities led to a series of intelligence reDOrts.
including a second Alert Memorandum, which described
the buildup and warned that the Soviets "'were preparing
forces to conduct comb:it operations in Afghanistan" {sec
paragraphs 80-8.5). By 20 December, although the reparts
did not inclu_d e estimates of when, how, or where the
Soviets could intervene, they noted that .. most . . . preparations for .. . military involvement in Afghanistan" had
been completed {sec paragraph 95). Accordingly, it seems
rc.'lSOnable to conclude that the Intelligence Community
had warned that there was a situation developing in
Afghanistan that could be "of major impartance to the
security of the United States" and h:id met the b:isic
rCQuirement not to allow the national leadership to be
surprised

To do so, it would have had to "clearly convey to national
dccisionmakers and military commanders that a country
intends to launch an attack .. and, "to the extent possible,
include an estimate of when, where, and with what
forces.·· The fact that a warning of this sort was not given
prob:ibly was due to a number of factors. The most
significant is that since the Soviets did not expect to meet
opposition, they did not take all the preparatory steps that
could be expected in a f ull-flcdgcd invasion and therefore
did not provide all the indi,.,.tnri; nn \UJ,;,.t. US ;,.1,.llige~
depends to furnish the level of specificity reQuired by the
definition of warning of attack. lt is also relevant to note
the dependence of an:ilysts on the Quality and quantity of
the information they are provided and to observe that the
collection assets available in Afghanistan were limited
comp;ired to those available in Europe
21 l. Finally, it is im()')rtant lo understand that warning
in its broadest SCtt<;e involves not onh• the US Intellii;encc
Community-the warners-lmt also the national decisionmakers, the wamccs. lt is their ju<lb'1Tlenl of the
credibility of the evidence and the cogency of the accompanying analysis provided by the Community that determines whether they ,viii act, and how. More directly,
intelligence can give wh:it it thinks is adCQuate warning,
but unless those who are warned. '"the warnecs," understand the warning and decide to take action or not, the
effort to warn has accomplished nothing. During the late
fall of 1979, the hostage situation in Iran was the major
foreign crisis affecting the US Government. As was noted
earlier, many of the preliminary Soviet actions in the Turkestan MD were interprekd as contingency moves in case
of a US retaliatory venture against Iran. In addition to
Iran, operations in support of refugees in Southeast Asia
were also absorbing a great deal of attention, particularly
with the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

208. The performance of the Community with regard
to meeting the standard for giving Strategic Warning is
less clear. Although intelligence warned that numerous
military preparations had been completed by Soviet
forces, it did not warn "of the initiation of hostilities
against the United States or in which US forces may become involved." Since it is not within the province of the
Intelligence Community to judge whether US forces will
become involved in foreib'll hostilities, it can be argued
that it would have been presumptuous to isrue a strategic
warning. In .any case, it seems apparent as a practical
matter that in the Afghanistan situation such a warning
would have been inappropriate.

212. Despite these competing situations, the majority of
dccisionm~ke~ apparently felt that the flow of intcl- ·
ligence during the fall and early winter of 1979 had given
them warning that the Soviets could make a move into
Afghanistan. They did not get specific advance word of
the Soviet intention to intrcxlucc significant forces but,
with the previous rcparting, were not surprised when the
initial warning of an imminent maior Soviet move was
given by NSA on 2.5 December 1979. It did appear that
the key staff officers of most dccisionmakers relied on
their own review of individual SIGINT and !MINT reDOrts to determine that the Soviets were getting ready to
intervene. Ev:ilualions of this and other data by the intelligence agencies were used to confirm what they had
already concluded
:

209. According to the definition of Tactical Warning
provided by DCID 1/5, it is evident that .. notification
that the enemy has initiated hostilities'" was given in intelligence reparting on 25 December and in the Alert
Memorandum published on the same day. The potential
impact of this warning was diminished somewhat, however, since the full scope of what was occurring was not
clear until four days late1.
210. As was noted earlier, the Defense Department has
uniQue and specific responsibilities for warning of attack.
In the Afghanistan situation, no such warning was issued.
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military leaders would prefer a longer period to prepare their Category III divisions. The Afghan experience seems to confirm this presumption. The poor
performance of some elements of the mobilized divisions does raise Questions about their combat efficiency once committed. We believe that the Afghanistan experience would tend lo support the conclusions
found in NIE 4-1-78 that the Soviet leaders would be
reluctant to commit on short notice against NATO
chree or five fronts (made up largely or Category II
and III divisions, many of them non-Soviet), · unless
they saw no other way out:

Implications for Wornjng in Other Theaters

213. The lesso~ learned about the performance of
the US I&W system with respect to th~ invasion· of
Afghanistan may prove to be directly applicable only to
that experience. It is possible, however, that they may
have implications for the system's capacity to detect
threatening events in other theaters and for the Community's ability to· provide warning of such moves. The
following tx'nl!!f3.Phs deal with these subjects.
Western Europe
214. The Intelligence Community has estimated•
that the Warsaw Pact could attack the NATO Central
Region with two fronts after minimum of four days
of preparation. Moreover, it is estimated that under
these circumstances, NATO would have three days'
warning. This attack option is not considered likely,
however, mainly because command echelons and support forces would not be adequately prepared. It is
also estimated that the Warsaw Pact could attack with
three fronts after eight days' preparation and, in this
case, that NATO would have seven days of warning. If
the Warsaw Pact attacked with five fronts after 14
days' preparation. NATO probably would have 12
days of warning.

217. The sharp increase in Soviet military capability opposite Afghanistan was reported in national-level
publications at least 10 days before the invasion. This
was achieved despite the fact that US collection assets
targeted against Afghanistan were limited in comparison to those targeted against the Warsaw Pact forces
opposite NA TO. Soviet preparations were concentrated chiefly in the Turkestan MD. The mobilization of forces throughout the USSR, and other political
and economic indicators that almost certainly would
precede a major conflict, did not occur. Despite these
limitations,[

215. The invasion of Afghanistan was so different
from what . is expected of the USSR in a European
operation that it provides no grounds to change the
estimates either of Warsaw Pact attack options or of
the US ability to provide warning of the preparations
for such operations. In comparison with an invasion of
NATO, the move into Afghanistan was a small-scale
operation. As opposed to the 90 Soviet and East European divisions plus the army and front organizations
which ~ould be brought up to full combat readiness in
a five-front move against NATO's Central !legion, the
Soviets readied only five divisions plus a few supporting clements for the move into Afghanistan.

.
"]'warning
wa.5 given well before the move into Afghanistan. It is
reasonable to assume that in preparing for a war in
Europe, the Warsaw Pact's activities wo11ld be so
extensive and unusual
:]that the
Afghanistan operation gives us no reason to doubt the
judgment expressed in NIE 4-1-78 that indicators or
Warsaw Pact preparations for combat versus NATO
would be available to the United States shortly after
they started and that NATO would be warned of the
increase in Warsaw Pact military capabilities shortly
thereafter.

a

L

'•

216. The mobilization of the two Category III divisions (at Kushka and at Termez) was conducted over
at least a 30-day period with intensive activity· only
during the last two weeks of December. This was a
much longer period than the 72 hours estimated to be
the minimum Soviet requirement for such a division to
mobilize. Presumably, however, this requirement pertains only under emergency conditions and the Soviet

Other Theaters

218. In addition lo an assault on the NATO countries, Soviet or Warsaw Pact ground attacks are
conceivable against the following countries: Finland,
Austria, Yugoslavia, Iran, Pakistan, and China. We believe that the Community's ability to warn of major
' The Assistarit Chief of Staff for . Intelligence, Department of the
Army, believes that this is not an identifiable conclusion of
NIE 4-1-78. and that the view is contradicted by the fint sentence
of paragraph 215 of this Memorandum.

•Sec NIE 4-1-78: Warsaw Pact Concepts and Capabilities for
Going to War In Europe: /mp/icatfons for NATO Wamlngof War.
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.; ' moves into Fmland, Austria, or Yugoslavia would be
-essentially equiva!fnt to its ability to warn of Warsaw
Pact movqs against adjacent NA TO countries. The following DaragraDhs assess the US I & W caDability with
reSDCCt to Iran, Pakistan, and China.
Iron

219. Since the invasion of Afghanistan, the Soviets
have taken a number of steDS to imDrove the capabilities of their forces in the two military districts north o(
Iran. The imDrovements have been concentrated in
equiDment, in command, control, and communica-·
tions, and to a lesser degree in unit readiness. New
equiDment has been introduced in a few units including the latest wheeled armored DCrsonnel carrier, the
IlTR-70, and imDroved surface-to-air missiles. In addition, new communications. equipment suited for ODCrations in mountainous regions and for links with the
General Staff has been brought in and exercised by
army and front echelons.[

--;

_j

[

220. Although the military caDabilities of the Soviet
forces located north of the Iranian border have been
improved, they still have not reached the ~tage where
they could initiate an invasion of Iran without extensive preparations. Soviet military leaders would have
to prepare invasion forces much more extensively for
an operation into Iran than they did for their invasion
of Afghanistan. They would have to plan to face an
unknown level of resistance from Iranian ground, air,
and paramilitary forces while they altemDted to move
through very difficult terrain. This alone w0uld make
the air defense and engineer functions much more

heral to Warsaw Pact/SoYict Union
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frhe Dace of the deliveries has
been consistent with-The generally low Driority with
which new eQUiDment has been introduced into these
districts. In general, ground forces equiDment in the
Transcaucasus MD is DQOrer than that in other border
districts. As a result of recent uwrading, however, it
has become better than the equiDment found in most
interior militan1 districts.
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significant than they were for Afghanistan and, consequently, the preparatitns for use of these forces
would be that mu~h more ap~rent. Ilesides an indigenous threat to the invasion forces, the USSR would
likely be forced lo prepare strategic and general purpose forces, at least to some degree, .in case the West
made good on its threat to retaliate if the USSR moved
agaiifst Ir:rn;

Soviets would have to aSS(!mble units drawn from the
Central Asian, Turkestan, Ural, or other MDs. Most
units that could be used are normally maintained at
low combat preparedness levels and would have to be
mobilized and probably trained before being moved.
Their passage through the already congested lines of
communication into Afghanistan would likely disrupt
operations in that country. If the forces were commit0tcd, ~th'f!y would _have lo be supported from Afghanistan, further hampering operations in that l."Ounlry.
The bulk of the forces already in Afghanistan could be
moved into Pakistan, but probably would prove insufficient in number to def cat the Pakistani armed
forces. In addition, if the majority of Soviet forces left
Afghanistan, the ~uslim insurgents would likely cut
the Soviet line of communications and liberate many
of the major Afghan towns and cities.

221. If the Soviets made a calculated der.ision to
invade Iran under conditions in which they believed
they could choose the time, such a~ operation prob. ably would include 16 lo 20 divisions and would be
preceded by at least one month of activity to improve
the preparedness of the forces. We would be able to
see much of this activity within a week of its beginning, and probably would interpret it as preparations
for hostilities, but determining whether the Soviets h:id
actually decided lo attack would be more difficult.

225. If the Soviets decided lo invade Pakistan, we
believe it would take al least 30 days to mobilize and
position an invasion force and that the US I & W system
would be able lo give 20 to 25 days' warning of the
increase in Soviet combat capabilities in this area. If
the Soviets dcci<le<l to move the bulk of their forces in
Afghanistan into Pakistan, they could assembte the
force in about 10 to 14 days. Again, we would probably detect the movement and concentration of these
forces within one or two days after it had begun.

222. A Soviet decision to seize northwestern Iran
probably could be implemented with three to five divisions within two weeks. If the mobilization were
limited lo only those units that would take part, we
might be able to provide only a few days or at most a
week of warning.
223. If the. Soviets perceived a situation tlrrealening
their security interests-such as an intervention in Iran
by US forces-they prob:ibly could hastily assemble a
force of some 10 to 12 ill-prepared divisions :ind
launch an attack directed :it seizing major objectives in
Iran, including some on the Persian Gulf littoral,
within about two weeks of a decision to do so. \Ve
prob:ibly could provide at least a week. and perhaps
IO days, of warning of such an attack.

Chino

226. The Soviet Union has devoted considerable resources since the mid-1960s lo building up its forces in
Asia. As a result, one-fourth to one-third of the USSR 's
ground and air forces are now deployed there. The
bulk of these forces could be used in operations against
China. They are . well equipped, well trained, and, in
general, already stationed along probable attack axes.

Pakistan

224. The USSR could invade Pakistan through
Afghanistan. In order lo do so, an invasion force would
have to be mobilized and moved through the Turkestan MD to points along the Afghan-Pakistan border. Alternatively, forces already engaged in Afghanistan could be used to cross into Pakistan. In contrast to
the uncontested move into Afghanistan, a Soviet invasion of Pakistan would meet with strong resistance.
Because of this, the Soviets would need to employ tactical air assets to def eat the Pakistani Air Forces and
gain air superiority. Airborne forces would not be
committed in any strength until at least local air
superiority had been achieved and landing zones secured. To suppart either of the invasion options, the

227. These forces, howe\'cr, are not kept at as hish
a readiness level as forces opposite NATO. Almost onehalf of the Soviet ground divisions in Asia are Category
Ill divisions. These forces, along with army and front
units, would have lo be mobilized before being used in
a conflict with China. In addition, those divisions
maintained al higher levels would also need to be
fleshed out and brought from a peacetime posture to
full combat readiness. For a war against a major opponent like China, the USSR· would likely make widespread preparations and would place its economy and
military forces on a general war footing. We believe
68
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the USSR would reciuire two to four weeks to prepare
forces for a piultiple-front offensive against China. In
view of the . probable widespread indicators of these

...

VI. CONCLUSIONS

,

•

preparations, we believe warning of the increased
militarycapab_ility in this area could be provided 10 to
12 days before a Soviet move into China.

228. The main findil"I~~ nf the enminatinn of the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan are: (a) US estimates of
Soviet doctrine for mobilization and initiation of
hostilities were proved valid, thereby increasing confidence that the US I & W system is properly focuscd to
provide warning, and (b) the US Intelligence Community's assets were adequate to the ta~k of providing
warning in this remote location at least 10 days before
the invasion.

[

. _232_.

r

J

-

A. Doctrine and Practice

,.

229. The Soviet forces th:it were used in the invasion of Afghanistan were employed in a manner in
keeping with Western estimates of their doctrinal
procedures and capabilities. In a number of cases,
forces were employed differently than would be expected in a European environment. In each case, the
differenceS could be explained by the unusual char- ·
act er of the Afghan operation. Soviet forces were able
to plan for :in unopposed move across a common border at the invitation of a friendly government. The
forces used were relatively few in number. The motorized rifle divisions were committed with their ra11ks
f illcd with recently mobilized reservists using old
equipment. It appeared that the Soviets believed that
all that was required in this case was an ad hoc grouping of ne\,•ly formed and newly mobilized units to
move into Afghanistan to establish a loral regime in
Kabul. The forces use<f appeared to have been adequate to this mission.
230. Despite the unique circumstances surrounding
this December 1979-January 1980 operation," a number of observations can be made about its essential
consistency with the way we would expect the Soviets
to operate in any situation.
231. The command and control structure generally
was organized in accordance. with doctrinal principles.
The establishment of the 40th Army to control several
divisions was typical of Soviet operational procedures.

'fCS 8219--89

233. Airborne troops were used as was expected.
They established an airhead, provided a show of force
in support of pro-Soviet elements, conducted limited
combat operations against dissident forces, and prepared the way for the introduction of ground forces
(see paragraph 127).
234. Military Transpart Aviation (VT A) forces
move<l five lo six airborne battalions, plus combat support and combat service suppor~ personnel, In the
surge period from 24 to 28 December. This VT A ODCration was carried out efficiently, but was condu~led
·u nder nearly ideal conditions. The VT A had been operating into Afghanistan for some time and had already established -command and control facilities in
the country. The VTA flew in a permissive air environment from bases 650 nautical miles from its destinations. It did not encounter the potential problems
with overClight rights, suitable landing and refueling
points, aircrew fatigue, and aircraft serviceability that
could have been experienced in operations to other
more remote Third World areas. The VTA used a
large percentage of its ~ssets to move a relatively small
force over a short distance. Although this is not proof
that a larger operation could not be mounted, it suggests that such operations could be mo1.,mted only in
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the ~b~nce of competing rCQuirements and would
likely place maximum sttess on the VTA (see paragraphs 129-133). t

because the necessary roads simply did not exist. The
Soviets showed poor planning in not adjusting their
supply priorities to suit the nature of the Afghan campaign. As a result POL and rations were in short sui>ply in the early days of the operation. Although problems were encountered, there was no known impact
on Soviet operations because of these difficulties. (see
paragraphs 150-152).

235. The two ground divisions that were moved
into Afghanistan were mobilized in accordance with
expected procedures. We had estimated that the Soviets, if given the opportunity, would prefer to give
these types of units as much training as possible before
cc==::-:titt!:-!g them to· battle. We continue to believe
that in an emergency Category lil divisions c0uld be
mobilized and committed after 72 hours. In this operation, the divisions were given at least 15 da}•s for mobilization preceded by up to 15 days of preliminary
preparations. Despite this, they experienced considerable difficulties in mobilizing. Although the fact that
the cadre divisions took up to 30 days to mobilize does
not prove that they could not be mobilized in three
days, it suggests that the. combat efficiency of such
units after such short preparation would be low (see
paragraphs 71 and 134-140).

238. We belie·•~ that ~viet operations during ~;;d
immediately after the invasion were carried out in
keeping with general doctrinal and procedural prin-·
ciples. We have noted differences in the details of
many of the operational aspects of the campaign, but
believe these changes were chiefly because of the absence of a conventional opponent and lo the undeveloped nature of Afghanistan. We have seen no changes
in b:isie procedures that would cause us to modify our
estimates of how the USSR would conduct operations
against a major foe such as NA TO or China.

239. The key organizations and activities of the
Soviet armed forces which arc monitored lo provide
indicators of increased military capabilities did show
enough changes in this situation to provide warning.
Because of the lack of a general mobilization and the
limited nature of the invasion, those indicators associated with placing the society and economy on a war
footing did not become active. In addition, indicators
of increased preparedness by strategic forces and general purpose forces not associated with the invasion
did not become active. This lack of activity probably
was because of a Soviet judgment that there would be
no reaction by the West, by China, or by any states in
Southwest Asia.

L

237. Logistic operations were in many respects different from what we expect the Soviets would do in a
European environment. In some cases, circumstances
forced these changes. Soviet doctrine calls for divisions
to be committed ·.-:ith completed logistic preparations.
Units above division can be sent into combat without
complete prep:irations, but are expected lo complete
their preparations shortly thereafter. In this case, probably because of the unopposed nature of the move, the
Soviets committed both the divisions and the 40th
Army without complete preparation. This situation led
to numerous difficulties and was not corrected for severa( weeks. The Soviets were unable to use the multiple supply lines called for in their logistic doctrine,

L
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B. Warning Aspects

236. Tactical air forces were increased in the Turkestan MD by 55 percent in the weeks preceding the
invasion.This increase was reQuired in part by the relatively low number and sophistication of offensive aircraft normally assigned to the military district compared to aircraft assigned in other border districts.
Despite the increase, the Soviets did not use their
fixed-wing assets extensively during the invasion or
immediately after. In a war against NATO there
would be no necessity for such a massive reinforcement, since the air armies of the Soviet groups of
forces and the non-Soviet \\larsa\v Pact air forces :ire
large and well eQuipped. · Reinforcements from the
USSR could be moved to the Forward Area if needed
in a relatively short time (see paragraphs 142-145).
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" Aithough the n~~ber of indicators activated was small
rn comparison with.What we expect to observe in preparation for b war against NA TO, it was sufficient to
cause warnings to be issued of the increase in military
capabilities at least 10 days before the invasion occurred. (see paragraphs 187, 207).

C

243. The analysis of the collected information accurately portrayed the buildup in Soviet involvement.
A<;.<:P....~rnP.nl~ .never totally discountr.d the possibility of
a major military move, although until mid-December
1979 such an action was considered highly unlikely.
These assessments projected that the political costs for
the Soviets would be too high, that they would not risk
their relations with the West, the passage of SALT II,
and their standing in the Third World, particularly in
India. It was also estimated that Moscow would deem
the military costs too high; that their intervention
would stiffen the will of the insurgents and demoralize
the Afghan Army; and they would suffer from the
poor roads and from terrain that would make operations by conventional forces very difficult. Although
mos, of the costs described did i11<lccd cause difficulty,
the USSR, when faced with the collapse of a pro-Soviet
regime on its border, felt more compcll~d to move
than US analysts had estimated. Intelligence Community assessments did not give sig11ificant weight to the
possibility of this move until mid-0<-'Cember when the
indicators of military activity made ii clear that the
USSR was increasing the preparedness of its forces.
Even then, the idea that the Soviets would actually
pay the price of invading seemed so outrageous, that it
was estimated that only a small force would be
committed. This idea persisted through the beginning
of the invasion, when the initial assessments viewed
the airborne troops at Kabul and l3agram as merely
additional security forces (see paragraphs 198-201).

240. The situation that developed in Afghanistan,
because of its limited scope, could not be considered a
full-fledged test of the warning system. It did, however, contain many elements which illuminate the capabilities of that system.
241. The operation showed th:it the indicator list
used to monitor Soviet prepar:ition for war was a uscf ul tool in helping analysts to follow changes in Soviet
military capabilities.

L

:JThe in1
dicators associated with militar)' lorccs became active.
Political and economic indicators <lid not. Whereas we
would expect the Soviets to prepare their society and
convert their economy and transportation S)•stem to a
wartime configuration for any major war, these steps
may not be necessary in anything less than a major
conflict. In even the most minor military movcme11t,
however, certain military steps must be taken. t\ close
monitoring of indic:itors of militan• activity would be
essential, even if no political or economic indicators.
were active. Although political and economic indicators should not be ignored, the Afghanistan experience
suggests that their absence should not be used as the
basis for a juclgmc11t that no military ac.:tions arc contemplated . The monitori11g of indicators of military
activity should continue to be the focus of the US l&\V
system (sec paragraphs 158-187).

242.c

244. The DIA Dailv Intelligence Status Report the
only all-source warning intelligence document published daily by an NFII3 agency, accurately list~d
those indicators which were active.[.
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though the DISR coverage of the activation of ifiCrlcators was good, the assessment of what the activations
meant was not as impressive, merely stating that the
USSR was building up its forces opposite Afghanistan.
Judgments in other DIA reporting at the time were
much stronger. The three Alert Memorandums p.ublishcd by the DCI also accurately warned of the Soviet
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buildup. These memorapdums, too, however, somewhat underestimfted the size of the Soviet force that
might be used (see paragraphs 202-206).

245. In the Afghanistan situation the Intelligence
Community met the basic requirement for warning.
Intelligence reports had conveyed through the summer
of 1979 that the situation in Afghanistan was increasingly unstable. By September 1979 this reporting
warned that the deteriorating situation could compel
the Soviets to increase their military activity in the
country. By mid-December it was observed that the
Soviets had dramatically increased the preparedness of
their forces in the Turkestan MD. These activities led
to a series of intelligence reports, includi.ng an Alert
Memorandum on 19 December 1979, which described
the buildup and warned that the Soviets "were preparing forces to conduct combat operations in Afghanistan" (see paragraphs 80-85). By the 20th of December, although the reports did not include· estimates of
when, how, or where the Soviets could intervene, they
noted that "most .. . preparations for .. . military involvement in Afghanistan"' had been completed (see
paragraph 95). Accordingly, it seems reasonable to
conclude that the Intelligence Community had
warned that there was a situation developing in
Af gh~nistan that could be "of major importance to the
security of the United States" and had met the basic
requirement not to allow the national leadership to be
surprised.
246. The definition of "strategic warning" contains
the concept that this type of warning should be issued
if there is a threat of hostilities "against the United
States or in which US forces may become involved ...
This threa t is impl icit in th e NATO area, but in situations involving Third World countries it is difficult for
intelligence analysts to determine whether or not US
forces may become in vo lved. Intelligence anal ysts are
not normally aware be forehand whether the United
States would commit forces in Third World areas. In
the Afghanistan situation, analysts received no form~I
or informal notification from policymakers that US
forces might be committed to counter potential Soviet
moves in the region. As a result, they assumed the

United States would not become involved and no
"strategic warning" was issued (see paragraph 208).
247. Tactical warning, th~t is, notice that a major
Soviet move was in progress, was given by NSA and by
the DCI's third Alert Memorandum (see paragraph
209).
248. No "warning of attack" was given. We had no
specific information on Soviet intentions to move
forces across the border, nor did we know when,
where, or with what forces a move would come. This
probably was due to the remoteness of the area and to
the unopposed nature of the Soviet move (see paragraph 210).

..

249. Although the Intelligence Community gave
warning in various NID and DIN articles that the
USSR was increasing its military capabilities opposite
Afghanistan, the terms "'·warning" or "strategic warning" were not used in these publications. This may
have been partly because the Intelligence Community
lacks specific guidelines spelling out how and when
warnirnz should be issued (see paragraphs 207-208).
250. Decisionmakers, "the warnecs," felt that they
had received adequate warning of the Soviet buildup.
\IVhen the move. occurred, it was not a surprise (see
paragraphs 211-212).
251. Alth(Jugh the scale of the operation was small
and collcc.tion against it was limited, at least IO days'
warning was given. In a faster operation against
NATO, not as much time might be available, but the
enormous scope of the preparations plus a vastly improved collection ca·pability should give NATO adequate warning. We see nothing in the Afghanistan operation· that would affect the judgments of Warsaw
Pact capabilities an<l associated warning times found
in NIE 4-1-78 (see paragraphs 214-217).
252. We believe that if the USSR decided to move
into Iran, Pakistan, or China, it would conduct preparations of its forces on a much greater scale than the
preparations it made for Afghanistan. We believe
these activities would come to our attention within
several days and that warning would be issued shortly
thereafter (see paragraphs 219-227).
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Glossary
COMINT ...
COMSAT ...
CP ..............
DCID ........ .
DIN ............
DISR ..........
GAD ...........
GMRD .......
GS. ....... .......
HF. .... .. .......
HUMINT...
I & W ...... .....
!MINT .......
IllBM .........
LRA ...........
MAG ..........
MD .............
MRBM .......
MRD ..........
NID ...... ... ...
PDD....... .....
PDP ........... .
POL...........
SIG INT ... ...
SRF ....... .....
VDV ........ .. .
VTA ...........

Communications intelligence
Communications satellite
Command post
Director of Central Intelligence Directive
Defense Intelligence Note
Dailv Indications Status Report
Guards air.b orne division (USSR)
Guards motorized rifle division (USSR)
General Staff (USSR)
High frequency (communications links)
Human intelligence
Indications and warning
Imagery intelligence
Intermediate-range ballistic missile
Long Range Aviation (USSR)
Military Advisory Group (USSR)
Military district (USSR)
Medium-range ballistic missile
Motorized rifle division (USSR)
National Int elligence Daily
President's Dailv lJrief
People 's Democrat ic Party (Afghanistan)
Petroleum, oils, and lubrica nts
Signals intelligence
Strateg ic nocket Forces (USSR)
Soviet Airborne Forces
Military TransDQrt Aviation (USSR)
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